


beautiful natural cotton 
straight from the source



It began 30 years ago with one 
made-to-order mattress and a passion 
for the art of upholstery. Today, with 
numerous stores and a growing team,

we continue to have the one goal—giving 
you a better, more peaceful night’s sleep. 

Our passion for American craftsmanship 
drives our commitment to hand-crafting 
luxury for the whole family. It’s quality 

you can rest on for years to come. 



M A D E  I N A M E R I C A

We know it’s more than just a bed, it’s your nightly haven. Your space to 
rejuvenate daily.  A vital part of your home and family life.

Each mattress designed and created in our workshop is a genuine piece 
of American craftsmanship. We use natural materials because they are 
healthier, longer lasting, and economically responsible. Formed using 

techniques that date back decades, our 
always-comfortable mattresses endure the test of time. We do this for 
one simple reason: wanting everyone to have the perfect night’s sleep.

About Us



Each hand-tufted, double-sided mattress 
combines the luxury of modern innovation with 
the elegance of time-honored techniques. With 
meticulous attention to detail, we reinforce our 
beds with the highest-grade coils available in 
the USA, and then fill them with the softness and 
durability of natural cotton. We take our craft 
seriously, because we know a bed made the right 
way lasts longer, feels better, and creates the 
best environment for a perfect night’s sleep.

Handcrafted

At the core of our mission is the belief that 
no two customers are the same. Our talented 
craftsmen form each mattress based on your 
unique needs. We are dedicated to meeting 
your precise specifications of size and shape, 
as well as your preferred balance of gentle 
firmness and ultimate comfort. 

Detail in Every Stitch

Why is it important to us to use natural materials 
in our beds? Because they’re healthier, 
economically responsible, and last much longer. 
From Talalay latex tapped from rubber trees 
to natural wool made without chemicals—our 
comfort materials are natural. Even our upholstery 
is filled with layer upon layer of renewable and 
biodegradable 100% cotton. This is not only 
better for the environment but is also soft and 
comfortable for a restful night’s sleep. 

Natural Materials



Custom Capabilities
Each hand-crafted bed is made to order to ensure the size, firmness 

level, and features create the perfect sleep experience for our customers. 
Choose from a variety of features and benefits for a truly custom 

mattress that best suits your needs. 

From hypoallergenic and certified organic upgrades to custom 
features for couples with different levels of comfort—if you need 

it, we can make it. Custom sizes and adjustable beds for ergonomic 
support are also available.

Firmness Levels

Soft as a Cloud Medium Hard as a RockSoft Hard



The Legacy Collection unveils a peerless fusion 
of style and comfort. As our most luxurious 
mattress line, the Legacy engages the brilliance 
of premium all-natural raw materials. Using 
traditional upholstery techniques, we secure 
sumptuous tiers of comfort above a supportive 
core of superior durability. A remarkable series 
of optional removable toppers allows this line 
to honor every sleeping need with a uniquely 
customized experience.

Premium
All-Natural Raw Materials 

Traditional
Upholstery Process 

Removable Toppers
in Variety of Options

Double Sided Toppers 

Every Layer Meticulously 
Laced by Hand 

Supportive
Medium Firm Coils 

True Box Spring

True Box Spring  

Handcrafted with a high-quality innerspring, 
Renew mattresses endure as valued investments. 
Above stronger medium-firm coils, layers of cozy 
cotton batting are placed, then tufted into place. 
This traditional upholstery process engages your 
bed’s ability to prevail against the test of time, 
while also delivering extraordinary relaxation. 
Comfort layers range from minimal to lush.

Legacy Collection

Renew

Legacy Mattress Pillow Top

Renew Mattress Pillow Top

Visit your local showroom for our full collection of custom mattresses. 



Corporate & Hospitality

Your guests’ and customers’ comfort is our top 
priority. We can create a custom mattress of any 
size, shape, or specification—including standard 
sizes that fit your budgetary requirements. Each 
mattress can be enhanced with your brand logo—
adding that extra level of customization to your 
mattresses. Private label mattress collections are 
also available. 

Customization



 

All wool used in Custom Comfort Mattresses 
is processed with the Joma technique, which 
delivers 40-50% more crimp, so each fiber offers 
greater bounce and resilience. Joma wool layers 
give our mattresses a softer surface without 
losing elasticity, and offers natural 
thermo-regulation to maintain your comfort 
throughout the night.

Each inner-spring mattress begins with durable 
steel coils forged from American-mined metals. 
Our most luxurious beds feature an innovative 
6-turn Hinge-Flex™ coil designed to offer greater 
support. Its hinged, elliptical top ensures that the 
mattress surface adjusts ergonomically to the 
unique curves of your body.

Our upholstery is filled with layer upon layer of 
renewable and biodegradable 100% cotton. This 
reduces impact on the environment, provides 
long-lasting resistance to bunching and sagging, 
and offers material breathability to further 
contribute to many comfortable nights.

Tapped from rubber trees, our natural Talalay 
latex is hypo-allergenic and produced using the 
industry’s cleanest methods, providing superior 
consistency and resilience to deliver the superb 
pressure point relief, and bounce back quickly 
from body impressions.

100% Natural
Staple Cotton

NaturalWool

Spring Compression

Natural
Hypoallergenic Latex

Mattress Shown: Legacy with 1.0 Topper



Mattress Sizes

Custom Comfort Mattress has a full range of standard size mattresses and custom size 
options. From round beds, extra long mattress options, and our signature

Ultra King Collection—we have one of the most extensive inventory of mattress sizes 
available to suit your specific needs and fit any room imaginable. 

Hollywood



soft cotton cultivated from 
California cotton plants



Orange
211 West Katella Avenue,

Orange, CA 92867
714.881.0500

Brea
443 South Associated Road,

Brea, CA 92821
714.408.9746

Pasadena
414 South Lake Avenue,

Pasadena, CA 91101
626.999.2667

Costa Mesa
1741 Newport Boulevard,

Costa Mesa, CA 92627
949.441.3536

West Hollywood
8919 Beverly Boulevard,

West Hollywood, CA 90048
310.507.9918

Westminster
14990 Goldenwest Street,

Westminster, CA 92683
714.786.6061

Mission Viejo
24002 Vía Fabricante, Suite #100, 

Mission Viejo, CA 92691
949.205.7314

Huntington Beach
7777 Edinger Ave., Suite #118, 
Huntington Beach, CA 92647

714.881.0471

Feel the Difference

Corporate & Hospitality
866.838.0795

customcomfortmattress.com

@CustomComfortCA CustomComfortMattress Facebook.com/CustomComfortMattress 


